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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT 
Our notation and terminology are standard and tend to follow [2). All 
vector spaces are of finite dimension and all modules over an algebra are 
right and unital. 
Throughout this paper, G denotes a finite group, N is a normal subgroup 
of G, K is a field and K[N] and K[G] are the associated group algebras. 
Also V denotes a K[N]-module and I= Z,( V) = {g E G 1 V@g z V) 
denotes the inertia subgroup of V in G. 
This article is devoted to proving: 
THEOREM. Assume that V is an indecomposable K[N]-module, that K is 
a perfect field with char(K) = p > 0 and that I/N is a p-group. Then there is 
an indecomposable K[G]-module U and a positive integer e such that 
V”r eU. 
Remark 1. A fundamental theorem of Green demonstrates that V” is 
indecomposable if the hypotheses of the Theorem hold and if, in addition, 
V is absolutely indecomposable; cf. [Z, VII, Theorem 16.2; 2, VII, 
Theorem 9.6a)]. 
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Also in [4, Thtorbme 11. Broue obtained an important generalization of 
this result of Green by replacing the hypothesis that V is absolutely 
indecomposable with: (End,,,+ V))/J(EndKCN,( V)) is a field (i.e., com- 
mutative), Moreover the multiplicity e above is determined in this context 
in [4, Theo&me 11. Our proof of our result uses this Theorem of Green. 
Recent work of Knijrr and the author using Clifford Theory and results on 
crossed products indicates that the hypothesis that K is perfect in the 
theorem above is extraneous and that the multiplicity e is determined in 
this context when K is perfect, thereby generalizing [4, Theoreme 11. 
Remark 2. Suppose that K= GF(2), G=X, and N = A, and let V be 
the unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible K[N]-module of dimension 2. 
Then, as is well known (cf. [2, VII, Exercise 701) VG z 2U where U is the 
unique (absolutely) irreducible K[G]-module of dimension 2. Thus the 
positive integer e of our Theorem may be unequal to 1. 
2. A PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall frequently use the following elementary result: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 6, t E Aut( K) and let g E G. Then the follolving three con- 
ditions hold: 
(a) (V,)Ogz(VOgL; 
(b) (Vu), 2 V,,,,; 
(c) (V,)” z (V’;),; and 
Cd) EndKCNI( V) = EndKCN1(Vo) 2 EndKINl( VOs). 
ProoJ: Clearly (a)-(c) follow directly from the definitions of the actions 
of the group algebras on the appropriate modules, cf. [ 1, II, Sect. 23 or 
[Z, VII, Definition 1.131. Also (d) follows from the fact that the sets of 
endomorphisms induced by K[N] on the abelian group ( V, + ) in the three 
cases V, V,, and V@ g are the same. 
We now proceed to prove our theorem. 
Let K, char(K) = p > 0, V and Z/N be as in the hypotheses of the 
theorem. We shall demonstrate that all indecomposable components of VG 
are isomorphic. 
Clearly, from [2, VII, Theorem 9.6(a), (c)], it suffices to assume that 
G = I. Thus G/N is a p-group and V is G-stable. We assert: 
(2.2) There is a finite extension field L of K such that: 
(2.2a) L/K is Galois and L is perfect; and 
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(2.2b) every indecomposable component of V, = V OK L is an 
absolutely indecomposable L[N]-module. 
To see this, apply [2, VII, Theorem 6.101 to conclude that there is a 
finite extension L* of K such that V,, = Or=, V, for absolutely indecom- 
posable L* [NJ-modules V, for all 1 < i < s. As is well known (cf. [3, 
VIII]), there is a finite extension L of L* such that L/K is normal. As K is 
perfect, L/K is Galois and both L and L* are perfect by [3, VII, Sect. 7, 
Corollary to Proposition 121. Also [ VilL is an absolutely indecomposable 
L[N]-module by [3, VII, Theorem 6.9a, b] for all 1 <ids. Thus (2.2) 
holds. 
Let W be an indecomposable and hence an absolutely indecomposable 
component of V, and set B = Gal(L/K). Also let fl = {a E $1 W, E W), so 
that ‘$I is a subgroup of $ by Lemma 2.1 (b). Set t = 1% :cUI and choose a 
right transversal (11, = 1, nz ,..., n,} of 2I in 43 so that !?J = lJi=, tini. Apply- 
ing the Krull-Schmidt Theorem and [2, VII, Theorem 1.201, we conclude 
that V, ~f‘( @:= ,( W,,)) for some positive integer ,J Here all W,, are 
absolutely indecomposable L[N]-modules by the KrulllSchmidt Theorem 
and (2.2) and W,, r Wq, if and only if i =j for all 1 d i, j< t. Moreover 
( W,J” r ( W”),, by Lemma 2.1 (c), ( W,,)’ is an absolutely indecomposable 
L[G]-module for all 1 6 id t by the fundamental Theorem of Green 
referenced in Remark 1 and (V,)’ z (V”), rf( Of= ,( W,,)“). Next we 
assert: 
(2.3) Let 1 < i, j 6 t. Then ( W,,)” z ( W,,)’ if and only if there is a g E G 
such that W,,, @ g z W,,. 
Clearly if W,, @g E W, for some g E G, then ( W,,)” r ( W,,)’ as is well 
known; cf. [ 1, II, Lemma 2.l(iii)]. Conversely suppose that ( W,,,)” z 
( W,)‘. Let lG/Nl = Y and choose a right transversal {x, = 1, x2,,.., x,} of N 
inG.Clearly ((W,,)“),=@;=,(W,,@x,),sothat {W,I@3x,Il<kdr} is 
the set of indecomposable components of (( W,,)‘), by Lemma 2.1(d). A 
similar observation applies to (( W,,)“), and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem 
yields a proof of (2.3). 
Next let B={(~E~[I~EG such that (W,)@gs W}. From Lem- 
ma 2.1 a, b, we conclude that 23 is a subgroup of 5 and ‘?I < % d $. Let u = 
\sj:Bl, let d= Isj:2Il and choose a right transversal Ipi= 1, p2,..., p,} of 23 
in 5. Since ( V,JGz ( VG)Lc:f(@:=,( W,,)“), (2.3) and Lemma 2.1 imply 
that (V,)” E (V”), zfd(@;= ,( W,,,)“). Set X= @,U= ,(( W,)“). 
Suppose that U, and U, are indecomposable components of V’;. 
Then (U,),,~(V”),Z(V,)“Z~~(@~=,(W,,,)~) for i-1,2. However, 
{ ( Wp,JG I 1 <,j< 24) is a complete set of b-conjugate pair-wise non- 
isomorphic indecomposable L[G]-modules. Hence [2, VII, Theorem 1.201 
implies that ( Ui)L E 6,X for some positive integer 6; for i= 1, 2. Choose 
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notation so that 6, 66,. Then (U,),I (U,), and [2, VII, Theorem 1.211 
implies that U, 1 Ii,. Since U, and U2 are indecomposable, we have U, E U, 
and our proof is complete. 
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